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Enterovirus D68
Link

CDC Enterovirus D68

Surveillance
U.S. healthcare professionals are not required to report known or suspected cases of EV-D68 infection to health departments because it is
not a nationally notifiable disease in the United States. Also, CDC does
not have a surveillance system that specifically collects information on
EV-D68 infections.
No data is currently available regarding the overall burden of morbidity
or mortality from EV-D68 in the United States. Any data CDC receives
about EV-D68 infections or outbreaks are voluntarily provided by labs to
CDC’s National Enterovirus Surveillance System (NESS). NESS collects limited data, focusing on circulating types of enteroviruses and
parechoviruses.

Between September 8 and October 29, 2014, the Washington
State Public Health Lab has
submitted specimens from 68
patients for enterovirus testing/
typing at CDC’s picornavirus
laboratory. These patients were
residents of 15 Washington local
health jurisdictions* and 2
other states.**
*Asotin, Benton-Franklin, Chelan-Douglas,
Clallam, Clark, Grant, Island, King, Kitsap,
Pierce, Skagit, Snohomish, Spokane, Whatcom, Yakima; **Montana and Idaho

Activity of Enterovirus D68-like Illness in States
 For the week of October 26—November 1, 2014, 47 states and the District of Columbia submitted assessments to CDC of activity of EV-D68-like illness.

 Compared to the previous week—
 37 states and the District of Columbia reported low or decreasing activity.
 7 states reported elevated activity.
 3 states reported increasing activity.

 Reports from states during the fourth week
of reporting continue to indicate reduced EV
-D68-like illness activity overall. However,
three new states are reporting increased
activity. At about this time, respiratory illnesses caused by other viruses, like influenza and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV),
are becoming more common, and enterovirus infections are expected to be declining. It is unlikely that
the increasing activity reported in three states is caused by EV-D68. Therefore, as previously foreshadowed, we will remove the map after this week.

 For a larger image and details of EV-D68-like illness activity in states, see http://www.cdc.gov/nonpolio-enterovirus/outbreaks/EV-D68-activity.html.
Visit our Facebook page
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Weekly Influenza Updates

 During week 44, the proportion of outpatient visits for influenza-like illness (ILI) was below the baseline
of 1.1 percent.

 No novel viruses were detected in Washington State during week 44.
 During week 44, 3 out of 246 specimens tested by the World Health Organization/National Respiratory
and Enteric Virus Surveillance System (WHO/NREVSS) collaborating laboratories in Washington were
positive for influenza. One was positive for influenza A(H3) and two were positive for influenza A
(subtyping not performed).
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